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We grow our wealth by investing in wonderful
businesses run by mission-driven founders.
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Introduction
In order to thrive, every business in any industry needs to have superior software in its core and be datadriven. As the digitalization of the world is accelerating, society will experience an unprecedented shift of
wealth, thereby creating big winners and losers.
The Guardian Fund is a long-only public equity investment fund founded in 2010 with a mission to generate
outstanding risk-adjusted returns for our investors. We have an extensive track record of successfully
investing in public companies and we have been building deep expertise in software and internet-enabled
businesses.
We believe that our domain expertise allows us to have a solid read on business models, sentiment, and
valuation dislocations when evaluating investment opportunities. Our focus is on identifying future market
leading companies with large and growing addressable markets, strong management teams, defensible
competitive moats, attractive unit economics, and a long runway of sustainable growth ahead.
Over the next decade, enormous fortunes will be made in the hunting grounds in which we are active. Our
mission is to let our investors participate in the winners of our time. We invite you to join us as partners and
are excited about the journey ahead.
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Executive Summary
The Guardian Fund invests in market leading internet-enabled companies with an aim
to generate superior risk-adjusted returns
Investment Focus

Track Record

• Strong management team with founder at helm

Guardian Fund ranks amongst the best funds in its class

• Companies that have a long-term mission

•

Money Multiple since inception (2010)

• Large and growing addressable markets

•

10 – year+ CAGR*

14.7%

• Defensible competitive moats

•

5 – year CAGR

22.5%

• Sustainable long-term top line growth

•

3 – year CAGR

23.8%

• Favorable unit economics

•

LTM**

49.0%

Key Fund Terms
•

Target # holdings

15-20 holdings

•

Target Return

15% per annum

•

Annual Fees

1.2%, 0.9% from €20 million

•

Variable Fee

25% above 5% hurdle with HWM
20% above 5% from €20 million

•

ISIN

4.4x

Team
Dedicated investment team with a fundamental value
investing mindset
•

Georg Krijgh, lead portfolio manager

•

Martin Krijgh, portfolio manager

•

Felicia Groenewoud, portfolio manager

NL00150003M4

*Compound Annual Growth Rate
**Last Twelve Months (July 2020 – June 2021)
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Our Track Record
The Guardian Fund ranks amongst the very best in its class. Increased
performance in more recent years due to focus on investments in digital innovation

Net performance of the Guardian Fund:
10-year+

5-year

3-year

14.7%

22.5%

23.8%

CAGR

CAGR

CAGR

5-, 3- and 1-year performance in Annex
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Our Track Record (continued)
The Guardian Fund ranks amongst the very best in its class. Returns are increasing
due to more focus on thriving and innovative businesses
Money Multiple (net of fees):

4.40x

10-yr+ CAGR (net of fees)

14.7%
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Performance 2021 (YTD)

16.9%

Performance 2020

52.2%

Performance 2019

29.5%

Performance 2018

-10.1%

Performance 2017

15.6%

Performance 2016

12.0%

Performance 2015

9.0%

Performance 2014

15.5%

Performance 2013

15.2%

Performance 2012

7.0%

Performance 2011

0.8%

Performance 2010

5.1% *
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Team
We have a dedicated investment team that applies a fundamental value investing
mindset on innovative and growing businesses

Georg Krijgh

Martin Krijgh

Felicia Groenewoud

Georg founded the Guardian Fund
in 2010 with a value investing
strategy. At the Guardian Fund,
Georg is head of the equity
research team.

Martin joined the Guardian Fund in
2017, he is responsible for equity
research and fund operations.

Felicia joined the Guardian Fund in
2017, she is responsible for equity
research and investor relations.

He previously worked in corporate
finance at ABN Amro Bank and
previously as a corporate lawyer at
De Brauw Blackstone Westbroek.
Martin holds a LLM in Law from the
University of Amsterdam.

She previously worked as an equity
research analyst at Van Lanschot
Kempen and ABN Amro Bank. She
holds a BSc in International
Business Administration from the
VU University in Amsterdam.

He previously worked as an equity
analyst at Rabobank and holds a
MSc in Economics from the
Erasmus University in Rotterdam.

Investment Focus

Tectonic shift of wealth to tech companies
The 5 most valuable public companies in the world are now dominated by tech. The
digitalization is creating big winners and losers

2010

Market Cap

Market Cap

in $ Billions

in $ Billions

2010

2020

2020

Market Cap

Market Cap

in $ Billions

in $ Billions

2010

2020

1

$ 343

$ 174

$ 269

$ 2,242 1

2

$ 316

$ 109

$ 237

$ 1,693 2

3

$ 269

$ 2,242

$ 81

$ 1,609 3

4

$ 248

$ 254

$ 180

$ 1,165 4

5

$ 237

$ 1,639

NA

$ 761

5
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We invest in high-quality thriving businesses
We focus on thrivers that benefit from secular growth trends:

Digital
Commerce
&
Payments
Gaming &
Content
Streaming

E-health

Information
& Data
Analytics

Cloud
Computing

Cybersecurity

Social
Platforms
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We invest in high-quality thriving businesses (continued)
We focus on companies with the following characteristics:
Large and Growing
Markets

We prioritize our investments in large and growing markets. This
allows our businesses to achieve scale and generate significant
value in a winner-takes-most environment

Multi-year
Compounders

We look for companies that can deliver sustainable top-line growth
for the long-term. We favor companies that create value through
organic growth financed by their own operational cash flows

Strong
Management

We focus on companies with a mission-driven founder at the helm who
holds a substantial part of his/her wealth in the company. The greatest
teams can drive innovation and constantly seize new opportunities

Competitive
Moat

We look for companies with growing competitive moats and with
the ability to continuously innovate, which is important to
acquire new customers and grow sales

Favorable
economics

Growing recurring revenues and strong balance sheets
combined with high profitability allow for capital efficient
organic growth
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In-house research
We build strong conviction through extensive in-house research

Firms

Field

Network

We study all public

We visit companies, talk

We leverage our

information (e.g. quarterly

to clients, suppliers,

network working at the

reports, earnings calls,

employees, and investors

frontier of fields such as

SEC filings etc. etc.)

machine learning
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Investment Process
Our focus is exclusively on exceptional businesses

Filters

Process

Identification

Qualification

Valuation

§ Our research team continuously
identifies new companies
§ We currently have about 90 companies
on our watchlist
§ Companies are qualified based on our
checklist characteristics
§ Qualitative factors are leading
§ Price should be fair

Listed companies

Data-driven companies

Cloud-native architecture
Companies that comply with
our checklist characteristics
Fair valuation
15-20 investments
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Five Key Holdings
The Guardian Fund usually owns about 15-20 businesses. 5 key positions are:

Largest commerce
platform in SE-Asia

Leading data cloud

Winner in video
streaming platform

Best commerce
operating platform

Most engaging
audio streaming
ecosystem
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An increased focus on internet-enabled businesses
NAV
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Market
Case Study
leader
// Sea
in plug-and-play chat software
Sea is the largest Internet platform of South-East Asia and owner of the main commerce
platform and gaming business
Company Performance

Company Overview
•

Shopee is the largest e-commerce platform in South-East
Asia and Garena a profitable gaming business

•

E-commerce penetration is rising rapidly

•

Forrest Li is the founder and CEO of Sea and still holds a
significant percentage of Sea

Investment Performance

•

Commerce revenue growth of 250.4% YoY

•

GMV growth of 103.2%

•

Digital entertainment revenue growth of 117.4% YoY

•

Paying user growth of 123.5%

•

Upside in payments, e-health, education

Share Performance

First investment date:

August 2018

Entry share price:

USD 12.4

Entry market cap:

USD 7 billion

Current share price:

USD 273

Current market cap:

USD 143 billion

Investment result to date:

> 1,000%
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Case Study // Spotify
Spotify is the leading audio platform with 356 million monthly active users

Company Performance

Company Overview
•

Spotify is the most engaging audio platform

•

22% YoY growth in monthly active users

•

The market is huge and growing. Big advertising
opportunity

•

Growing significantly while generating FCF

•

Daniel Ek is a mission driven founder, he owns 18.5% of
Spotify, representing more than USD 9 billion

•

Rising Gross margins from 25.5% now

•

Rising engagement and more original content

•

The company will manage to get a fixed cost base as the
market share of the labels is declining. This will result in
enormous operational leverage

Investment Performance

Share Performance

First investment date:

December 2018

350

Entry share price:

USD 116

300

Entry market cap:

USD 22 billion

Current share price:

USD 267

Current market cap:

USD 50 billion

Investment result to date:

> 225%
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Case Study // Shopify
The leading centralized commerce operating platform for merchants

Company Performance

Company Overview
Shopify has become the leading retail operating system
offering services including payments, marketing, shipping
and customer engagement tools

•

110% YoY revenue growth

•

114% YoY GMV growth to USD 31bn

•

Shopify is highly scalable in a large and growing market

•

Growing market share in eCommerce Sales

•

Founded by Tobias Lütke who is mission driven and owns
6.7% of Shopify, representing more than USD 12 billion

•

Adjusted gross profit growth up 114%

•

Healthy balance sheet

•

•

Company is innovative, fast, data-driven, and is creating new
markets e.g. in payments and financing

Investment Performance

Share Performance
1600

First investment date:

March 2017

Entry share price:

USD 63

Entry market cap:

USD 8 billion

Current share price:

USD 1460

800

Current market cap:

USD 180 billion

600

Investment result to date:

> 1,000%
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Selling investments
Factors that drive the decision to sell an investment:

Loss of
competitive edge

Better allocation of
capital

Acquisition

If the moat is shrinking due
to competitive pressure

A sale is often driven by a
new investment that is likely to
be a superior allocation of
capital

We have owned shares in
companies such as
Mulesoft and Livongo that
have been acquired
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We aim to keep our winners for a long time. The
common mistake is to sell a great business based
on the argument that the valuation is high.
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Environmental, Social, and Corporate Governance (ESG)
As part of our investment process, we assess ethical factors, especially environmental issues.
Most of the companies in which we are invested have a clear plan for the reduction of greenhouse
emissions. For instance, Microsoft is planning to go carbon negative by 2030.
Sustainable investing is an active pursuit to invest in areas and companies that are best positioned to
solve the world’s biggest challenges. It takes environment, social, and corporate governance (ESG)
issues into consideration to foster a better future.
It can help manage risk factors but, more importantly, it encourages everyone to participate in spurring
economic growth for all, reducing inequality, improving ways of doing business, and securing
environmental sustainability for generations to come.
We aim to constantly adjust and improve our ESG policy and believe that the problem-solving and
technology driven businesses in which we invest are a net positive for society.
21

Annex
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5-year Track Record
Higher performance driven by less cash reserves and increased allocation to software
Money Multiple (net of fees):

2.75x

CAGR (net of fees)

22.5%

290

Performance 2021 (YTD)

16.9%

Performance 2020

52.2%

Performance 2019

29.5%

230

Performance 2018

-10.1%

210

Performance 2017

15.6%

Performance 2016*

15.4%

270
250

190
170
150
130
110
90
2017
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* From July - December 2016

2019

2020

2021
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3-year Track Record
Even higher performance due to almost exclusive software allocation
Money Multiple (net of fees):

1.90x

CAGR (net of fees)

23.8%

200

180

160

Performance 2021 (YTD)

16.9%

Performance 2020

52.2%

Performance 2019

29.5%

Performance 2018*

-17.5%

140

120

100

80
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* From July - December 2018
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1-year Track Record
Stellar performance; tech stocks resilient through challenging market conditions
Money Multiple (net of fees):

1.49x

160

150

140

130

120

Last Twelve Months (net of fees)
Performance June 2021

14.5%

Performance May 2021

-1.8%

Performance April 2021

3.6%

Performance March 2021

-7.2%

Performance February 2021

2.0%

Performance January 2021

6.1%

Performance December 2020

3.0%

Performance November 2020

14.1%

Performance October 2020

110

100

49.0%

0.2%

Performance September 2020

-2.6%

Performance August 2020

6.0%

Performance July 2020

4.9%
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Key Terms
Target Return

15% CAGR

Minimum Investment

General Class A - € 100,000
Institutional Class A - € 10 million
Institutional Class B - € 20 million
Institutional Class C - € 30 million
Initial Class 1 - € 100,000 (soft closed)

Subscription fee

€ 1,000 (General Class A), no subscription fee
applicable for the other classes.

Subscription frequency

Twice per month

Redemption fee

3% in case of early redemption (within 3 years),
declining on a linear basis.

Redemption frequency

Monthly, 20 Business days notice period

Target # of Holdings

15-20

Management Fee

General Class A - 1.2%
Institutional Class A - 1%
Institutional Class B - 0.90%
Institutional Class C - 0.90%
Initial Class 1 - 1.1%
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Key Terms (continued)
Variable Fee

General Class A - 25% above 5% annual hurdle
Institutional Class A - 25% above 5% annual hurdle
Institutional Class B - 20% above 5% annual hurdle
Institutional Class C - 20% above 6% annual hurdle
Initial Class 1 - 25% above 6% annual hurdle

ISIN Codes

General Class A - NL00150003M4
Institutional Class A - NL00150003L6
Institutional Class B - NL00150003K8
Institutional Class C - NL00150003J0
Initial Class 1 - NL0013019383
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Fund Structure
Administrator

•

Circle Investment Support Services B.V.

Auditor

•

Ernst & Young Accountants LLP

Custodian

•

BinckBank N.V.

Depositary

•

Darwin Depositary Services B.V.

Fund Manager (AIFM)

•

Privium Fund Management B.V.

Legal Counsel

•

Van Campen Liem

Legal Owner

•

Stichting Juridisch Eigendom Guardian Fund

Legal Structure

•

Fonds voor Gemene Rekening (FGR), tax transparent for
Dutch tax purposes
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Disclaimer
Do not run any unnecessary risk Read the Key Information Document. This communication is neither an offer to sell
nor a solicitation to invest. Past performance is not indicative of future results The value of investments and any
income generated may go down as well as up and is not guaranteed.
Privium Fund Management B.V. (Privium) is authorized and regulated by the Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets
(www.afm.nl) as an Alternative Investment Fund Manager. The Fund and its Fund Manager, Privium Fund Management
B.V., are held in the register of Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets.
The Prospectus of the Fund and the Key Information Document can be downloaded via the website of the Fund
(www.guardianfund.nl) and the Fund Manager (www.priviumfund.com). The performance overviews shown in this
communication have been carefully composed. No rights can be derived from this communication.
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www.guardianfund.nl
info@guardianfund.nl
Subscribe to our investor letters on guardianfund.nl

